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Maverick Collective is aiming to redefine what is means to be a philanthropist in today's world, with its members investing a minimum of USD1m to
deliver solutions for girls and women in the developing world. (Keystone)

Innovation in philanthropy

Indrani Goradia on ending
gender-based violence
20 September 2016, written by Ellie Hession

Indrani Goradia, founding member of the Maverick Collective and Founder of Indrani's Light Foundation,
spends her life fighting for global solutions to gender violence.
"We are teaching girls how to be resilient, to learn about
boundaries and about shame and guilt and how to handle
these emotions," said Goradia.

girls and women in the developing world, but also with a
large emphasis on donating time and expertise – not just
throwing money at a problem.

Goradia said she had been trying previously to work with
shelters to get them on board with her initiatives working
with women and girls in education on domestic violence,
and she said that shelters would turn her away and would
ask why she didn't want to get paid.

It was created by Population Services International (PSI),
a global health non-profit working with 9000 staff in 65
countries on issues affecting women and girl’s health. It
is co-chaired by HRH the Crown Princess Mette-Maritt of
Norway and Melinda Gates.

"I thought it was really odd, because here I am, coming in
for free, and you're worried about how I make my money?"
said Goradia. "They ultimately did not, for lack of a better
word, 'hire' me."

The group was launched in an effort to allow experienced
advocates and strategic philanthropists to use their
intellectual and financial resources to enact change.

Then Goradia was introduced to the then-nascent Maverick
Collective, of which she was the first founding member.
Maverick Collective is aiming to redefine what is means
to be a philanthropist in today's world, with its members
investing a minimum of USD1m to deliver solutions for
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"My son said to me, 'Mom, this is like a start-up, maybe it
will work, maybe it won't work,'" said Goradia. "But I knew
that by partnering with PSI, I would have the global reach
that I needed that I couldn't get on my own. They have
offices in 68 countries and almost 10,000 employees."
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Goradia is rolling out her program in India, and wants to do
so throughout the whole sub-continent. She also is working
in Trinidad.
"Through this Maverick Collective, I realized what we really
need to do is get the research," said Goradia." If you really
look at the research in regard to how many non-profits
there are throughout the world and the large amount of
money wasted, you'd be astounded. But with the Maverick
Collective, we know exactly how the money is being spent.
We take a holistic approach to helping women in India."
She just joined the board of a new non-profit called "Think
Equal." The non-profit focuses on classes in empathy and
compassion into schools, from age 3 to 14.
"The statistics for abused women is one in three, but I
think it's more like one in two, because there are very few
women I met who haven't had abuse happen in her life,"
said Goradia. "The classes we teach, the first class is how
to set boundaries. We are primed to accept violence as
children. But if you are taught from a young age that this
is unacceptable, for both girls and boys, then it's harder for
that to creep in or ever take place."
Main contributor: Joan Magee
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Important information
This document has been prepared by UBS AG, its subsidiary or affiliate ("UBS"). This document and the information contained herein are provided solely for information and UBS marketing purposes. It is
not to be regarded as investment research, sales prospectus, an offer or a solicitation of an offer to enter in any investment activity. Please note that UBS retains the right to change the range of services,
the products and the prices at any time without notice and that all information and opinions contained herein are subject to change. UBS is under no obligation to update or keep current the information
contained herein. This document is not a complete statement of the markets and developments referred to herein. Some charts and/or performance figures may not be based on complete 12-month periods
which may reduce their comparability and significance. Some figures may refer to past performances or simulated past performances and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Some
figures may be forecasts only and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investment decisions should always be taken in a portfolio context and make allowance for your personal situation
and consequent risk appetite and risk tolerance. This document and the products and services described herein are generic in nature and do not consider specific investment objectives, financial situation or
particular needs of any specific recipient. Please be reminded that all investments carry a certain degree of risk (which can be substantial). Some investments may not be realizable since the market in the
securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed may be difficult to quantify. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and
on realization you may receive back less than you invested. You should consult your client advisor to consider whether such products and services are suitable for you. Tax treatment depends on the individual
circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice and makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon, either in
general or with reference to specific client's circumstances and needs. Recipients should obtain independent legal and tax advice on the implications of the products and services in the respective jurisdiction
before investing. UBS, UBS affiliates and any of its directors or employees shall be entitled at any time to hold long or short positions in investment instruments referred to herein, carry out transactions
involving relevant investment instruments in the capacity of principal or agent, or provide any other services or have officers, who serve as directors, either to/for the issuer, the investment instrument itself or
to/for any company commercially or financially affiliated to such issuers. Certain services and products are subject to legal provisions and cannot be offered world-wide on an unrestricted basis. In particular,
this document is not intended for distribution into the US and/or to US persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by UBS would be restricted. UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document
in whole or in part without the written permission of UBS and UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. Neither UBS nor any of its directors, officers, employees or
agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document. Source of all information is UBS unless otherwise stated. UBS makes no representation or warranty
relating to any information herein which is derived from independent sources. Please consult your client advisor if you have any questions.
FIM-Business: Please take note that the content of this document is exclusively intended for Financial Intermediaries and shall not be passed on to end-clients and third parties. Furthermore, it shall be kept
in mind that any product information provided herein is not advanced in consideration of a portfolio of a specific end-client and shall not be regarded as investment advisory service provided by UBS. It is
the Financial Intermediary's sole responsibility to decide whether an investment instrument is appropriate and suitable with respect to a certain end-client's financial and personal situation and objectives
(including the end-client's knowledge, experience and country of domicile). Australia:1) Clients of UBS Wealth Management Australia Ltd: This notice is issued by UBS Wealth Management Australia Ltd
ABN 50 005 311 937 (Holder of Australian Financial Services Licence No. 231127): This Document is general in nature and does not constitute personal financial product advice. The Document does not
take into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs, and a recipient should obtain advice from an independent financial adviser and consider any relevant offer or disclosure document prior
to making any investment decisions. 2) Clients of UBS AG: This notice is issued by UBS AG ABN 47 088 129 613 (Holder of Australian Financial Services Licence No 231087): This Document is issued and
distributed by UBS AG. This is the case despite anything to the contrary in the Document. The Document is intended for use only by “Wholesale Clients” as defined in section 761G (“Wholesale Clients”)
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (“Corporations Act”). In no circumstances may the Document be made available by UBS AG to a “Retail Client” as defined in section 761G of the Corporations Act. UBS
AG’s research services are only available to Wholesale Clients. The Document is general information only and does not take into account any person’s investment objectives, financial and taxation situation or
particular needs. Austria: Media owner and publisher under Austrian law: UBS (Luxembourg) S.A. Austria branch, Wächtergasse 1, A-1010 Vienna, Austria. Germany: This publication is for your information
only and is not intended as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell any specific products and should not be treated as giving investment advice. All information and opinions as well as any
indicated prices are valid only at the time of the preparation of the information and are subject to change due to market developments any time and without prior notice. We recommend consulting an
investment or tax advisor or lawyer prior to your investment. Please be aware that the products presented in this publication may not fit to the personal investment objectives, portfolio and risk profile of
every individual investor. All information and opinions expressed in this publication were obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied is made
to their accuracy. Please note, that UBS Deutschland AG or other companies of the UBS group (or employees thereof) may purchase or sell any financial instruments or derivatives with a corresponding
underlying mentioned in this publication. Furthermore, they can act as principal respectively agent or render consulting or other services to an issuer or to companies affiliated with an issuer. This publication
is targeted neither to citizens of the United States of America or of the United Kingdom nor to any persons who have permanent residence in those jurisdictions. With regard to the products presented in
this publication solely the sales brochure is legally binding which can be received from UBS Deutschland AG, P.O. Box 102042, 60020 Frankfurt/Main, upon request. This publication may neither be altered,
copied nor reproduced without the prior written consent of UBS Deutschland AG.; Monaco: This document is not intended to constitute a public offering or a comparable solicitation under the Principality of
Monaco laws, but might be made available for information purposes to clients of UBS (Monaco) SA, a regulated bank under the supervision of the "Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution" (ACPR).
Hong Kong: Distributed by UBS AG, Hong Kong branch. Luxembourg: This document is distributed by UBS (Luxembourg) S.A., 33A avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, R.C.S. Luxembourg B 11142,
a credit institution authorised under Luxembourg law and subject to the joint prudential supervision of the European Central Bank, D-60640 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and the Luxembourg supervisory
authority, the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. This document is for your information only and shall not, in any case, be considered as an investment advice. Singapore: Distributed by UBS
AG, Singapore Branch. Spain: This document is distributed in Spain by UBS Bank, S.A., a banking entity domiciled in Spain (María de Molina 4, 28006 Madrid - www.ubs.es), subject to supervision by Banco
de España and also entitled to provide investment services under the supervision of the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores.
For Cross-Border situations: Australia: Notice to recipients in Australia; This notice is issued by UBS AG ABN 47 088 129 613.This document (“Document”) is issued and distributed by UBS AG. This is
the case despite anything to the contrary in the Document.The Document is intended for use only by “Wholesale Clients” as defined in section 761G (“Wholesale Clients”) of the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth) (“Corporations Act”). In no circumstances may the Document be made available by UBS AG to a “Retail Client” as defined in section 761G of the Corporations Act. UBS AG’s research services are
only available to Wholesale Clients.The Document is general information only and does not take into account any person’s investment objectives, financial and taxation situation or particular needs. Bahrain:
UBS is a Swiss bank not licensed, supervised or regulated in Bahrain by the Central Bank of Bahrain and does not undertake banking or investment business activities in Bahrain. Therefore, Clients have
no protection under local banking and investment services laws and regulations. Belgium: This document has not been submitted for approval by, and no advertising or other offering materials have been
filed with, the Belgian Financial Services and Markets Authority. This document and any other information or materials relating thereto is for information purposes only and does not (intend to) constitute a
public offering or involve an investment service in Belgium. Neither this document nor any other information or materials relating thereto (a) may be distributed or made available to the public in Belgium,
(b) may be used in relation to any investment service in Belgium (c) or may be used to publicly solicit, provide advice or information to or otherwise provoke requests from the public in Belgium in relation
to the offering. Any offering is made exclusively on a private basis in accordance with Belgian law and is addressed only to, and subscription will only be accepted from eligible investors in accordance with
Belgian private placement rules. Brazil: Securities mentioned in this material have not been, and will not be, submitted for approval nor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission of Brazil
(CVM). Documents and information contained herein are not being used in connection with any offer for subscription or sale to the public in Brazil and/or to Brazilian residents. Canada: All current and
future information and documentation provided to you by UBS, including but not limited to, market data, research and product information is provided to you for information and marketing purposes only.
The information contained in such material is not, and under no circumstances to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described therein, solicitation
of an offer to buy securities described therein, in Canada or any province or territory thereof. Any offer or sale of the securities described therein in Canada will be made only under an exemption from the
requirements to file a prospectus with the relevant Canadian securities regulators and only by a dealer properly registered under applicable securities laws or, alternatively, pursuant to an exemption from the
dealer registration requirement in the relevant province or territory of Canada in which such offer or sale is made. Under no circumstances is the information contained therein to be construed as investment
advice in any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs of the recipient. To the extent that the information contained therein references securities of an issuer incorporated, formed or
created under the laws of Canada or a province or territory of Canada, any trades in such securities must be conducted through a dealer registered in Canada or, alternatively, pursuant to a dealer registration
exemption. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed upon these materials, the information contained therein or the merits of the securities
described therein and any representation to the contrary is an offence. Investing in certain investment products and/or receiving financial services may have adverse tax implications depending upon a client's
personal circumstances. The effect of a particular product or service on the client's overall tax situation may be difficult to assess. UBS is unable to give any guarantee or assurance regarding the potential tax
implications of any investment product or service made available to its clients and accordingly shall not assume any responsibility or liability for any adverse tax implications whatsoever as a consequence of
any such product or service. UBS recommends that clients consult with qualified tax advisors to assess the effect of particular products and services on their personal tax situation. Certain Canadian Federal
Income Tax Considerations: The Income Tax Act (Canada) (the “Tax Act”) includes rules (the “Offshore Investment Rules”) that may require an amount to be included in the income of an investor that holds
an “offshore investment fund property”. The Offshore Investment Rules may apply where (i) an offshore investment fund property derives its value primarily from “portfolio investments” in certain assets,
and (ii) one of the main reasons for the investment is to derive a benefit from portfolio investments in these assets in such a manner that taxes on the income, profits and gains from the assets are significantly
less than the tax applicable under the Tax Act if such income, profits and gains had been earned directly by the investor. The income inclusion each year is generally equal to a prescribed rate multiplied by the
“designated cost“ of the property to the investor, reduced by income (other than capital gains) from the offshore investment fund property determined under the other provisions of the Tax Act and included
in the investor’s income for the year. Accordingly, if the Offshore Investment Rules apply to an investor, the investor may be required to include in taxable income amounts that the investor has not earned or
received. The Tax Act contains rules for the taxation of income of non-resident trusts (the "NRT Rules"). These rules will not apply in respect of “exempt foreign trusts” (as defined in the Tax Act). Subject to
detailed provisions, exempt foreign trusts would generally include commercial trusts. Where, however, a nonresident trust is an exempt foreign trust because it is a commercial trust, an investor (x) that holds,
either alone or together with (i) any persons not dealing at arm’s length with the investor or (ii) any persons who acquired their interest in the trust in exchange for consideration given to the trust by the
investor, at least a 10% interest (as defined and determined based on fair market value) in such trust, or (y) that has contributed “restricted property” (as defined in the Tax Act) to such trust, will be required to
include in income a percentage of that trust’s “foreign accrual property income” (as defined in the Tax Act, the "FAPI Rules"). Other investors in a commercial trust may be subject to the Offshore Investment
Rules discussed above. The foregoing summary provides a general description of the Offshore Investment Rules and the FAPI Rules, and should not be construed as advice to any particular investor regarding
the implications of such rules in the investor’s particular circumstances. Investors are urged to consult their own tax advisors regarding the application and impact of the Offshore Investment Rules, the NRT
Rules and the FAPI Rules in their particular circumstances. If the total “equity percentage” (as defined in the Tax Act) of a Canadian investor (and related persons) is 10% or more in a particular corporation,
the investor may be subject to the rules in the Tax Act which require the inclusion of a percentage of the foreign accrual property income of the corporation in computing the income of the investor, rather
than the application of the Offshore Investment Rules. Investors should consult their own tax advisors in this regard. Czech Republic: This message is sent for marketing purposes. Egypt: Securities or other
investment products are not being offered or sold by UBS to the public in Egypt and they have not been and will not be registered with the Egyptian Financial Supervisory Authority (EFSA). Greece: UBS
AG and its subsidiaries and affiliates (UBS) are premier global financial services firms offering wealth management services to individual, corporate and institutional investors. UBS AG and UBS Switzerland
AG are established in Switzerland and operates under Swiss law. UBS AG operates in over 50 countries and from all major financial centres. UBS is not licensed as a bank or financial institution under Greek
legislation and does not provide banking and financial services in Greece. Consequently, UBS only provides such services from branches outside of Greece. No information in this document is provided for
the purpose of offering, marketing and sale by any means of any capital market instruments and services in Greece. Therefore, this document may not be considered as a public offering made or to be made
to residents of Greece. Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand: This communication and any offering material term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other information (the
"Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material
erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and inform UBS immediately. The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or
in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not have been reviewed, approved, disapproved or endorsed by any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction.
UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued any invitation to subscribe for or to purchase any investment (including securities or products or futures contracts). The Material is neither an
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offer nor a solicitation to enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts) nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or products. The relevant investments will be subject to restrictions
and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the Material you undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you
understand and exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the investment. You are advised to seek independent
professional advice in case of doubt. Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request or executed upon your
specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. Ireland: The information/marketing material enclosed/attached is provided to you upon your specific unsolicited request
and based on your own initiative. Please be aware that UBS does therefore not render investment advice to clients domiciled/resident in Ireland and that any information/marketing material provided by UBS
may not be construed as investment advice. Nigeria: UBS AG and its branches and subsidiaries (UBS) are not licensed, supervised or regulated in Nigeria by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) or the Nigerian
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and does not undertake banking or investment business activities in Nigeria. UBS (Nigeria) Representative Office Limited in Lagos is licensed by the Central Bank
of Nigeria (CBN) to operate as a representative office of UBS. Any investment products mentioned in the material provided to you are not being offered or sold by UBS to the public in Nigeria and they have
not been submitted for approval nor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission of Nigeria (SEC). If you are interested in products of this nature, please let us know and we will direct you to
someone who can advise you. The investment products mentioned in the material are not being directed to, and are not being made available for subscription by any persons within Nigeria other than the
selected investors to whom the offer materials have been addressed as a private sale or domestic concern within the exemption and meaning of Section 69(2) of the Investments and Securities Act, 2007
(ISA). Any material relating to Collective Investment Schemes has been provided to you at your specific unsolicited request and for your information only. The investment products mentioned in such material
are not being offered or made available for sale by UBS in Nigeria and they have not been submitted for approval nor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission of Nigeria (SEC). Poland: UBS
is a premier global financial services firm offering wealth management services to individual, corporate and institutional investors. UBS is established in Switzerland and operates under Swiss law and in over
50 countries and from all major financial centres. UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed as a bank or as an investment firm under Polish legislation and is not allowed to provide banking and financial services
in Poland. Portugal: UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed to conduct banking and financial activities in Portugal nor is UBS Switzerland AG supervised by the Portuguese Regulators (Bank of Portugal “Banco
de Portugal” and Portuguese Securities Exchange Commission “Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários”. Russia: This document and its distribution are for information purposes only and constitutes
neither a public nor a private offering. Recommendations refer to investment products exclusively available through and provided by UBS Switzerland AG. UBS employees travelling to Russia are neither
authorized to conclude contracts nor to negotiate financial terms thereof while in Russia. Contracts only become binding on UBS once confirmed in Switzerland.. Singapore: This communication and any
offering material term sheet, research report, other product or service documentation or any other information (the "Material") sent with this communication was done so as a result of a request received
by UBS from you and/or persons entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the Material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly delete the e-mail and inform UBS immediately.
The Material, where provided, was provided for your information only and is not to be further distributed in whole or in part in or into your jurisdiction without the consent of UBS. The Material may not
have been reviewed, approved, disapproved or endorsed by any financial or regulatory authority in your jurisdiction. UBS has not, by virtue of the Material, made available, issued any invitation to subscribe
for or to purchase any investment (including securities or products or futures contracts). The Material is neither an offer nor a solicitation to enter into any transaction or contract (including future contracts)
nor is it an offer to buy or to sell any securities or products. The relevant investments will be subject to restrictions and obligations on transfer as set forth in the Material, and by receiving the Material you
undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you understand and exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk
appetite and personal circumstances against the risk of the investment. You are advised to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. Any and all advice provided on and/or trades executed by
UBS pursuant to the Material will only have been provided upon your specific request or executed upon your specific instructions, as the case may be, and may be deemed as such by UBS and you. Turkey: No
information in this document is provided for the purpose of offering, marketing and sale by any means of any capital market instruments and services in the Republic of Turkey. Therefore, this document may
not be considered as an offer made or to be made to residents of the Republic of Turkey in the Republic of Turkey. UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed by the Turkish Capital Market Board (the CMB) under
the provisions of the Capital Market Law (Law No. 6362). Accordingly neither this document nor any other offering material related to the instruments/services may be utilized in connection with providing
any capital market services to persons within the Republic of Turkey without the prior approval of the CMB. However, according to article 15 (d) (ii) of the Decree No. 32 there is no restriction on the purchase
or sale of the instruments by residents of the Republic of Turkey. UAE: UBS is not licensed to provide banking services in the UAE by the Central Bank of the UAE nor is it licensed by the Emirates Securities
and Commodities Authority. The UBS AG Representative Office in Abu Dhabi is licensed by the Central Bank of the UAE to operate a representative office. UBS AG Dubai Branch is licensed by the DFSA
in the DIFC. Ukraine: UBS is a premier global financial services firm offering wealth management services to individual, corporate and institutional investors. UBS is established in Switzerland and operates
under Swiss law and in over 50 countries and from all major financial centres. UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed as a bank/financial institution under Ukrainian legislation and does not provide banking and
financial services in Ukraine. UBS has not made and will not make any offer of the mentioned products to the public in Ukraine. No action has been taken to authorize an offer of the mentioned products
to the public in Ukraine and the distribution of this document shall not constitute financial services for the purposes of the Law of Ukraine "On Financial Services and State Regulation of Financial Services
Markets" dated 12 July 2001. Any offer of the mentioned products shall not constitute circulation, distribution, placement, sale, purchase or other transfer of securities in the territory of Ukraine. Accordingly,
nothing in this document or any other documents, information or communications related to the mentioned products shall be interpreted as containing any offer or invitation to, or solicitation of, any such
circulation, distribution, placement, sale, purchase or other transfer of securities in the territory of Ukraine. This document is strictly for private use by its holder and may not be passed on to third parties
or otherwise publicly distributed. USA: UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed in the United States. Any investment advisory or brokerage services in the United States can only be offered or provided by UBS
affiliates which are licensed or exempt from registration to render such services in the United States.
© 2016 UBS Switzerland AG. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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